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  If you came to Nepal to see mountains, this is the tour for you! 
Ride up to a huge 4000m to the sacred Hindu city of Muktinath where century old temples are carved 
into the hillside, eagles soar overhead, and glacial rivers wind their way through snow-capped peaks.

 
  This tour is not for the faint hearted as we ride through a variety of terrains. 

YYou will experience water crossings, rocky ascents, suspension bridges, 
and the occasional bit of sand. 

If the sound of that makes you excited - then this is the tour for you!

Day 0: Meet in Pokhara at the clubhouse at 5pm
Team meeting, tour brieng, bike introduction, packing of pannier bags, gear sizing. 

Day 1: Pokhara to Baglung via Sarangkot  
An easy rst day to get familiar with your bike. Ride to the paragliding launching sight which boasts 
Pokhara's premier views of the Annapurna Range. Enjoy lunch at our favourite hidden hideaway at 
Kande, stop for a break at Nepal's longest suspension bridge and visit Baglung's sacred Hindu temple. 
    
Day 2: Baglung to Kalopani   
Today we start our vertical climb into the Himalayas. Ride from 300m up to nearly 3000m and see the 
landscape  change as the vegetation becomes more sparse and we bid farewell to the jungles below. 
The region becomes more  Buddhist inuenced as we climb, with beautiful temples and monasteries 
throughout the mountain villages. 
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Day 3: Kalopani to Kagbeni via Jomson  
WWe continue to ride north, stopping at the region's capital (Jomson) to get our permits checked and top 
up the bikes with petrol. Jomson has played a signicant role in the region's development as it serves as 
a starting point for treks into both the Annapurna and Dolpo ranges. Once we depart Jomson we enter 
the moonscape a region where little vegetation grows, the rivers run more wild, and glaciers line your 
riding vista. In the afternoon the winds pick up so  we aim to arrive in Kagbeni by 2-3pm. Kagbeni is an 
incredible Tibetan village which serves as a gateway into the heavily restricted Upper Mustang. Moun-
tain gotain goats are herded through the small cobblestone streets which are lled with 300 year old relics and 
temples. It's a sight to behold. 

Day 4: Kagbeni to Mukintath (4000m) then down to Marpha  
Today we reach our highest point - Muktinath! We head off from Kagbeni and take the less common 
route via Jong, where an ancient Buddhist monastery is still in operation. As we get closer to our desti-
nation, the air thins more and  you (and the bike!) will start to feel the altitude! Once at Muktinath, 
marvel at the views over a yak steak and then visit one of Nepal's most sacred Hindu temples. We don't 
spend the night in Muktinath to avoid any altitude sickness, but instead head south via Jarkot and stop 
at the beautiful village of Marpha for the night famous for its romantic laneways and apple brandy. 
  
Day 5: Marpha to Tatopani (hot springs)  
Take a walk to the local monastery in the morning. Today we start our descent back to the warmer cli-
mate below. It's the nal night of the tour so to celebrate we stop at Tatopani - home of Nepal's famous 
hot springs. 
  
Day 6: Tatopani to Pokhara  
Today we hit paved roads again and wind our way back to civilisation. You will be amazed at how much 
you have  experienced in such a short time on the road! We nish our tours with dinner back at the club-
house giving riders time  to share photos and memories.
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So you’re ready to book the trip of a lifetime! Fantastic!  
This document will guide you through the booking 
process to make sure you have everything ready to 

tackle to mighty Himalayas.

If you have any specic questions at all please don’t 
hesitate to contact us at ride@heartsandtears.com

SSee you out there!

The Hearts & Tears crew.

STEP 1 - LOCK IT IN!
To book your tour we take a US$500/rider deposit with the remainder payable 60-days prior 
to departure. We take credit card for the deposit using our online payment system via the 
Hearts & Tears MC website. A receipt is provided when payment is received. 

STEP 2 - SIGN OFF ON THE TERMS & CONDITIONS
On On Page 9 & 10 of this document, you will nd the T&Cs. Please complete the blank elds 
and sign where indicated. Bring the completed form with you to Nepal. On the booking 
page on the website, there is also a box to tick that signies you have read and agreed with 
the Terms & Conditions.

STEP 3 - TRAVEL INSURANCE
WWe recommend World Nomads for insurance. They are good value and easy to work with. 
They also cover motorcyclists! Just make sure you upgrade your policy to cover off-road 
surfaces. Print a copy of your policy and bring with you to Nepal. 

STEP 4 - INTERNATIONAL DRIVING PERMIT (IDP) & DRIVING LICENSE
IIt is a legal requirement to carry your IDP with you when riding in Nepal. It is also important 
to have an IDP to legitimise your travel insurance policy. They can be purchased for roughly 
US$20 from your local automobile association. Please bring your original driving license, the 
IDP and a photocopy of each document to Nepal.

STEP 5 - PASSPORT & VISA
YYour visa for Nepal can be purcahsed on arrival at Kathmandu airport. Just bring one 
passport photo and US$25 (cash) for a 15-day visa, or US$40 (cash) for a 30-day visa with 
you. 
Make sure your passport is valid for at least another 6 months. 
Please bring a photocopy of your passsport with you to Nepal.

COST
US$1750/rider (for bookings with 1-4 riders)
US$1575/riders (for bookings with 5-8 riders)
US$1250/person (for jeep passenger bookings) 

DATES
March 12 - 18
MMarch 26 - April 1
April 9 - 15
April 23 - 29
May 7 - 13
May 22 - 28
October 1 - 7
October 22 - 28
NNovember 19 - 25
December 3 - 9
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Name_______________________________________________________ Gender___________ Age_____

Nationality_______________________________ Passport No______________________________

Motorcycle License No________________________

E-mail__________________________________________________________________________________

Phone__________________________

EXPERIENCE

I hI have at least 5 years riding experience on both paved and off-road surfaces, and I am comfortable riding 
up to 6-7 hours in one-day.     YES  /  NO

If NO ticked then please demonstrate why you feel you can safely and competently ride Upper Mustang 
which is a combination of high altitude, off-road and remote riding.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

IN IN CASE OF EMERGENCY HEARTS AND TEARS MC SHOULD CONTACT

Name____________________________________________ Relathionship___________________

Phone___________________________ E-mail__________________________________________

MEDICAL (TRAVEL) INSURANCE POLICY DETAILS

Provider_____________________________________ Policy Number______________________________

Contact Phone Number_____________________________

Any other details that HTMC should know about, e.g. medical conditions, dietary requirements?

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Inclusions
Rental of a Royal Eneld Himalayan, 2 x permits (ACAP, TIMS), bike damage insurance, group medical kit with satellite 
phone, accommodation (6 nights, Day 1 - 5), all breakfasts & lunches (except Day 1), all dinners (except Day 6), petrol, 
safety gear (if required), pannier bag, map, English speaking guides, English speaking mechanics, support jeep, 
HTMC T-shirt.

Exclusions
TTransport to/from Nepal and to/from Pokhara; Travel insurance (mandatory); Bike damage deposit of US$500; Visa 
for Nepal; Other accommodation, food and beverages while not on tour; Alcohol & snacks/drinks outside of meal 
times; Personal expenses (i.e laundry, tips); Emergency money – we recommend you carry an extra US $300.

Bike damage insurance
IIf a Hearts & Tears owned bike, safety equipment or accessories are damaged in any circumstances (eg accident, 
engine abuse, theft, Police issues etc), I must pay for all repairs up to US$500. The insurance policy covers any 
damage over US$500. Any bike damage is the responsibility of the rider and will be deducted from the deposit. The 
remainder is returned at the completion of the tour. 
*Insurance is only effective if the rider is licensed and carries and International Driving Permit (IDP).

What the insurance does not cover
PPersonal injury (I acknowledge that I should have travel insurance and carry emergency cash). Damage to other 
people, vehicles or property up to US$500 (I must pay for this damage). The insurance policy comes into effect when 
the damage excees US$500.
Recovery of a damaged bike (I must pay US$3 for every kilometer away from Clubhouse).

Risks and responsibilities
I understand the I understand the risks of riding in Nepal – it can be dangerous. Emergency services may not be available. Hearts & 
Tears cannot be held responsible for any injury or loss. I will carry my driving license and IDP. The Police may ne me 
if I fail to show my license. I will obey the traffic laws and wear safety equipment when on the road. I will not ride at 
night. I will not ride under the inuence of drugs or alcohol.

Conrmed bookings
The tour is conrmed once the deposit is received. Until this time, Hearts & Tears may take other bookings and I risk 
losing my place.

CCancellation policy
Deposits for tours are non-refundable. HTMC will provide a written letter for any issue arising from a health or 
personal issue that prevents the rider from undertaking the tour for insurance purposes. If after the deposit is 
received the rider can not join the specic tour, a rescheduling arrangement will be made available. If I cancel or cut 
short the tour for any reason after departure (e.g. illness, fatigue, accident), payments will not be refunded. Refunds 
will not be given for any unused services.

Cancellations by the Club
HeaHearts & Tears cannot guarantee departure or completion of the tour. If the entire itinerary is cancelled, I will be 
refunded the full payment. The Club reserves the right to delay, cut short, extend, or re-route the tour for any reason 
(e.g. bad weather, your riding skills or conduct, technical issues, political unrest, petrol shortages etc). The Club will 
try to offer reasonable alternatives, but it is not obliged to refund payment.
I have read the Terms & Conditions. I understand this is a legally binding contract.

Name ___________________________________   Signature __________________  Date __________________
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Boots (mandatory)  Strong and sturdy with waterproof properties. They don't necessarily need to be mo-
torcycle boots, decent hiking boots or leather boots will ankle protection will suffice for most Royal Eneld 
tours.

Trousers (mandatory)  For the most part, strong jeans are just ne. If you have motorcycle trousers with 
waterproong then that's even better. Our speeds are kept relatively low but the temperatures are quite 
high, so leathers are simply too uncomfortable. If your trousers are not waterproofed, then a pair of over-
pants are a good idea if it does drizzle or the puddles get deep.

Jacket (mandatory)  Riding jackets are a must. The textile variety are recommended as they breathe better 
and can be zipped up (or down) to be comfortable in a variety of temperatures. If you are riding during the 
winter months, make sure you also bring the winter-liner. Hearts & Tears has several jackets that can be used 
but sizes are limited so we do recommend bringing your own. Once again, leathers are not needed (unless 
you want to get that perfect Wild One shot ;)

HHelmets (mandatory)  All riders must wear a helmet. Wether you ride half-face, full-face, or MX style is up to 
you. Of course a full-face helmet is safer (and can provide more comfort from dust and wind), but we're all 
adults so riders are free to choose. Hearts & Tears has a variety of helmets in stock but sizes are limited so if 
you are exceptional small or large, please bring your own helmet.

HHydration  Hydration packs are a good idea when riding to keep your uids up. When riding at altitude your 
body dehydrates faster so it is important to remember to keep drinking. Hydration packs are a handy re-
minder to keep sucking in the H2O - about 3-4L/day. We do stop regularly however (about every hour) at a 
photo-point or tea stop where water can be bought. Most riders will also throw a bottle in their small 
day-pack so you can get by without a hydration pack.

Buff - Buffs are highly recommended and we will provide each rider with one. For those who don't know 
what a buff is, it is a material scarf-like loop that slides over you head (face and neck) and is used to keep out 
the dust whilst also providing protection from the wind and sun.

Gloves (mandatory)  Gloves are a must. Textile adventure gloves are the best in our opinion but each rider 
has their preference. Unless you ride to Upper Mustang or during the winter months, you do not need 
winter gloves. Hearts & Tears has a variety you can choose from but we do recommend bringing your own 
as they are a small item and can easily t in your kit.
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Luggage  On all tours (with more than 4 riders), a jeep is provided to carry your luggage. There is not a lot of 
room though so please pack light. A duffle bag or small carry-on sized suitcase is acceptable. The jeep is not 
always directly behind the riding group though so any items that are needed during the day's ride should 
be kept on your person. Most riders therefore wear a small day- pack for their camera, money, sunscreen, 
rain coat, and a water bottle. If you have a tank-bag, they are also very handy for the small items and keep 
you free from wearing a pack on your back.

SunscSunscreen & Sunglasses  Super important. At altitude the sun beats down with ferocity and can wipe the 
skin off even the most coconut-oiled sun-bather. Go SPF 30+ (at least) and buy it before you leave as it is 
hard to nd in Nepal.

CCameras  Keep it simple. Nothing beats the quality of a SLR but lenses can be bulky so if you do bring a 
large camera, remember that you must carry it as the jeep will not always be directly behind the riding 
group. Conditions can also be rough so expect to get items knocked around. A smart alternative is a com-
pact camera which can t into your pocket. You'll be able to take photos easily and quickly and the standard 
of compact cameras these days is exceptional.

GoPro  Hearts & Tears does not rent GoPro's but we always have one with us on tour. Riders are free to 
download the footage at the end of the trip or wait until we upload to Dropbox for download. If you bring 
your own Go Pro, you are more than welcome to stick mounts onto the bikes or use existing mounts from 
previous tours which are on numerous bikes and helmets.

MMedical kit  Every rider should bring their own personal medical kit. We have a comprehensive kit with us 
but it is not considered a mobile-pharmacy! In the kit riders should bring any personal medication, rehydra-
tion salts, band-aids (plasters), compression bandage, paracetamol, ibuprofen, antiseptic cream, alcohol 
swabs, and Imodium.

Bungee cords, zip-ties and duct-tape Never leave home without it!
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IN THE EVENING

We rendezvous for aperitivo at 5pm sharp. Tweed jackets for then men and heels for the women. Ha, just 
kidding ;)
In the evening after the days-ride is nished, most riders will settle in to their rooms, freshen up, and then 
enjoy a beer or two. It's a relaxed affair and the important thing is to be comfortable. 
A clean pair of trousers, T-shirt, sweater and some comfortable shoes (or sandals) are all that's needed. 
DDown- jackets are a good idea in the winter months with a beanie and scarf.  
At some locations there are natural hot-springs or rivers for swimming so throw in a pair of shorts or 
bathers.

Sleeping bags - Are not necessary as all hotels will provide clean sheets and blankets. We have selected the 
best possible local hotels with western toilets and clean facilities. On some occasions however, the 'best 
available' hotels are limited in the service they can provide due to their remote locations, so a light-weight 
sheet (or sleeping bag liner) is a safeguard against any standards which may not be quite up to scratch.

EElectronics  Nepal suffers from intermittent power supply due to technical and political issues. All the 
power in Nepal is derived from hydro-power which more or less means that when the damns are full, there 
is power for most of the day, but in the drier months, there may only be 12 hours of power per day. A pow-
er-bank is therefore recommended to charge cameras and phones. An international power adapter is also 
needed in Nepal to plug into the wall. A torch is also a good idea although most phones these days have 
decent spotlights.

Wi  Wi is available at most loations on this tour. Don’t expect to be able to watch any Game of Thrones 
though!
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WHERE IS HEARTS & TEARS LOCATED?
Hearts & Tears MC is located in the main tourist district of Pokhara in an area called Lakeside. 'Lakeside', as the 
name suggests, is next to the main lake (Fewa Lake) and home to the many bars, restaurants, 
adadventure stores, hotels and shops. Pokhara itself is 200km west of Kathmandu and can be reached by tourist 
bus, private jeep or domestic ight. We have chosen to not be located in Kathmandu because quite honestly, 
Pokhara is much nicer! With great views over the Himalayas, access to Annapurnas, many surrounding forests, 
and a fun and relaxed atmosphere, there is no better place to start your motorcycle adventure. 

VISA REQUIREMENTS
All foreigners require a tourist visa to enter Nepal. The visa can be purchased from the Nepali embassy in your 
country of origin or on-arrival at the airport in Kathmandu.
  
A 30-day tourist visa costs approximately US$45 at the airport and payment must be made in cash. Most major 
currencies are accepted. Also bring a passport photograph with you. The process normally takes about 30-min-
utes to complete. 

TRANSPORT TO POKHARA
Tourist buses leave Kathmandu every morning around 7am and cost between US$10-25. The rst hour or two is 
congested, but the chaos is fascinating. The road winds its way through beautiful scenery. Buses normally arrive 
in Pokhara mid-afternoon at the tourist bus park – a 20-30 minute walk from Lakeside.

Taxis can be organised for around US$100 one way. It’s cost effective for 2 or 3 people, and much more comfort-
able than a bus. Depart when you like, stop when you like, and get dropped off at your hotel. The downside to 
any form of road transport is that you can be delayed by traffic jams, accidents, or the occasional strike.
 
Flying from Kathmandu to Pokhara is recommended if budgets allow. Tickets cost around US$100 each way and 
the ight takes approximately 25 minutes. We can organise tickets on your behalf and email you the e-tickets. 
Check in is one hour prior to ight time. If possible, get a seat on the right as you face the front of the plane for 
stunning views of the Himalayas.

DRIVING LICENSE
In Nepal an International Driving Permit (IDP) is required to legally ride a motorcycle in Nepal. 
These can be purchased for about US$30 in your home country before departing. 
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THE BRIEFING SESSION
The brieng session kicks off the evening before the tour starts at 5pm at the Hearts & Tears clubhouse located in 
Pokhara. The brieng session is factored into the tour dates. Therefore if your tour runs from March 10 - 16 for ex-
ample, the brieng session is on March 10, at 5pm. Accommodation is also included on the night of the brieng 
session. 

The brieng session gives you a chance the meet the Hearts & Tears crew, your fellow riders, and your bike! We 
meet in the clubhouse which is a short walk from your hotel, enjoy a beer, and then get even more excited for 
the upcoming ride. A welcome package is provided to every rider which contains the itinerary, route map, buff, 
some stickers, and a Hearts & Tears t-shirt. 

Matt usually conducts the sessions, and over some local snacks he will go through the tour details and explain 
how it all works. It's a time to ask any questions you may still have, but more importantly it's a time to get familiar 
with everyone (and place bets on who's going to come off rst!). 

BBy about 7:00pm the session is over, giving you a chance to head out for dinner and explore Pokhara before the 
riding starts the following day. 

BIKES
Our trusty steeds are the infamous Royal Eneld. It's history is incredible and some quick googling can give you 
good insight into this vintage bike. We have various models in our eet but for Upper Mustang we use the new 
Royal Eneld Himalayan adventure bike. Its 400cc high compression engine and built for purpose chassis and 
components are perfect when tackling the high passes of the Himalayas. 

CLICLIMATE
Nepal is a land of extremes. The climate varies dramatically with altitude and the seasons. Luckily, the weather 
changes are mostly predictable so we can schedule tours in advance. We spend most of our time in the mid-hills 
(wait ‘til you see a Nepali “hill”!), where the climate is perfect for riding. With bright sunshine, few showers, clear 
roads, fresh air and stunning scenery, it’s motorcycle Nirvana.
 
BBetween mid November and February, early mornings can be chilly and it can get cold at night when we ride 
over 2000m. In the south of the country, at low altitude, it gets seriously hot from about May. Between June and 
August the wet season takes hold. Monsoon rains have to be experienced to be believed. It’s warm, the rivers are 
in full ow, and vegetation grows rampantly. However, landslides are common and journeys can be unpredict-
able.
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MONEY
The local currency in Nepal is the Nepalese Rupee (NPR). It is hinged on the Indian Rupee which is closely related 
to the US Dollar. 1USD gives you about 100NPR. As a guide, a beer will cost you about 300NPR, a main meal is 
about 500NPR at a local restaurant, the average taxi fare around town is about 500NPR and you can get a nice 
hotel in a good location for about 2500NPR. 

IIn the bigger cities there are many ATM's which will charge about 350NPR for international withdrawals, and give 
you 35,000NPR (US$350) maximum withdrawal per transaction. The maximum daily limit is 100,000NPR 
(US$1000). The are also many money changers in town who will give you a good rate for your foreign currency. 
Most major currencies are accepted.

On tour, it is best to assume that there are no ATMS or money changers, so please bring enough cash with you. 
Souvenir, snacks and beer money is all you really need so about 3000NPR/day (US$30) is adequate. It is also wise 
to carry some US dollars in cash with you for emergencies, about US$200 is plenty. 

PEOPLE & CUSPEOPLE & CUSTOMS
You will not meet a more humble, genuine and 'ready to laugh' bunch of people anywhere. The Nepali Way is an 
incredible testament to their resilience and good natured spirit. They have a brilliant sense of humour and are 
ready to smile at the drop of a hat, whether it be due to the catch of the eye as you ride past, a silly-joke made 
with gestures, or when you get a puncture! They will have a good laugh at the situation, and so will you. 

It is customary to always use your right hand when passing money in a shop, an item to a friend, or when eating 
with your hands (as the Nepali's do). It is a sign of respect and is a good habit to get into early on in the trip.

IIf you are lucky enough to be invited to dinner, bring a small token of your appreciation. Nepali's LOVE sweets 
and chocolate, so that's a good place to state. Nepali men also enjoy Johnny Walker red label, so you can't go 
wrong with a locally bought bottle for the host. 
 
TThe local language is Nepali, which is similar to Hindi in India. Nepali's can usually speak both Hindi and Nepali 
but an Indian won't necessarily understand Nepali. It is a simple language and the locals are forgiving if you 
make mistakes, so start with Namaste (Hello), Sanchai Hunchha (are you ne?), when getting your visa at the air-
port ;)
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ACCOMMODATION
IIn the larger cities such as Kathmandu and Pokhara, there are many hotels to choose from ranging from budget 
backpacker establishments to high-end 5-star hotels . On tour however, the options are more sparse. We choose 
the best possible hotels though from years of touring experience which are clean, have appropriate facilities, de-
licious food, and friendly staff. We have stayed at the various hotels many times over the years, and therefore the 
staff and workers have become our friends. This friendship is transferred to our riders also who are welcomed like 
old-pals upon arrival. 

Accommodation is on a twin-share basis (two people per room in a single bed each), with attached western 
bathroom. Toilet paper is provided at each hotel but it is wise to bring your own roll for stops during the day. If 
you would like to upgrade to a single room, then this can be organised for an additional cost which is referred to 
as 'single supplement' on the tour page. 

INSURANCE
TTravel insurance is mandatory and we will ask for the details of your policy before riding. We have found that 
World Nomads are the best company that provides comprehensive coverage for riding a motorcycle in a foreign 
country on both paved and non-paved surfaces. Just ensure that you upgrade the standard policy to cover you 
for non-paved surfaces if you are on the Into Thin Air tour, Upper Mustang tour or Ghandruk Overnight tour. The 
bikes we typically ride are the Royal Eneld 500cc Bullet so please also ensure you are covered for this engine ca-
pacity which is normally determined if you are licensed to ride this sized bike in your home country.

ALTITUDE SICKNESS
AAcute Mountain Sickness (AMS) can affect anybody when at an altitude of 2500m or more. It does not depend 
on whether you are t or not and even if you have been at altitude before, it doesn't mean you are immune to 
the effects upon your next visit into thin air. 

On both our On both our Into Thin Air tour and Upper Mustang tour, we ride up to 4000m and 5000m accordingly. We must 
therefore be careful of the risks. We have staged our tours to minimise the possibility of AMS and have not expe-
rienced any serious issues as yet. We carry Diamox with us to help treat to effects but we recommend bringing 
your own supply. It is also important to keep hydrated when at altitude. The symptoms of AMS are dizziness, 
nausea, headaches, and disrupted sleep. Vomiting is an indication of advanced AMS. 
All of our staff are trained to identify the symptoms of AMS and treat it before it becomes a serious condition. 
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